SUMMARY

Whether immigrants depress wages or displace US-born workers has been a long-standing concern of government officials and the public. In the past decade, as the immigrant share of the workforce has grown, researchers have contributed new scholarship concerning this “competition question.”

However, recent research is divergent as to whether immigrants lower US-born workers’ wages, even those of the most vulnerable groups. While some researchers have found no wage effects or even positive ones as a result of immigration, others have found significantly negative impacts. The field has devoted new attention to the specific wage impact of highly skilled immigrants, but these findings have also been mixed. Researchers have more consistently found that there is some job displacement, or at least growing exclusion, of native workers in industries or areas with many immigrants. Scholars also continue to explore a variety of ways in which labor markets might absorb immigrants without negative wage or displacement impacts on native workers.

Despite the addition of recent research to an already large body of literature, the “competition question” is still up for debate. Thus, policy options to reform immigration cannot and will not be based on reliable predictions of their impacts on native workers. However, the “competition question,” for all of its importance, should be viewed as only one of many ways to look at a complex picture of immigrants, their contributions, and their costs in the United States.
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Introduction

Immigrant workers have long contributed to the strength of the US economy. However, concerns that immigrants compete with native workers to the latter’s detriment persist in a period of high, sustained immigration.

Recent gauges of public opinion suggest that a significant portion of the public — though not a majority — thinks immigrants take native jobs. In one recent poll, 28 percent of Americans said that immigration had a negative impact on the availability of jobs in their communities.¹ In a series of other polls, between 29 and 36 percent of respondents thought unauthorized immigrants in particular took jobs away from Americans.²
This Insight examines the debate over this “competition question” by providing an overview of research since the mid-1990s about immigration’s impact on native wages and job displacement, when perhaps the best known consolidation of evidence on immigration’s impact on native workers was gathered by the National Academy of Sciences. It also reviews the most recent scholarship regarding other factors that may allow labor markets to adjust to immigrant flows — factors that could mitigate any wage or employment impacts on natives.

Caveats of This Review

Immigrants affect the US economy in ways that are not reflected by wage and job displacement studies. Immigrant entrepreneurship creates jobs; immigrants are increasingly associated with further openings to trade and other forms of exchange; high-skilled immigrants innovate in key sectors of the economy; immigrants make tax contributions and receive public services; the presence of significant numbers of immigrants in a sector helps make that sector’s products and services cheaper — and thus more affordable to all consumers; and immigrant workers and their families both produce and, in turn, consume goods and services — thus having much wider ripple economic effects. As a result, the effects of immigration expand beyond the specific places and sectors of immigrant employment.

The discussion here, however, is limited to the impact of immigrants on native wages and job opportunities because the “competition question” raises important social equity issues and it continues to be central to the political preoccupation over immigrants’ impact on the economy.

The discussion generally focuses on the short- and medium-term impacts of immigration.

When immigrant workers initially enter a labor market, they may force difficult adjustments that induce natives to move or spur the creation of additional low-wage jobs. However, in the long-term, the impact of an immigrant cohort depends on the degree to which immigrants integrate into US society (i.e., the degree to which they come to resemble native workers in terms of their skills and other attributes).

The New US Labor Force

Immigrants are an important and growing part of the US labor force. Estimates indicate that one of every two new workers in the 1990s was foreign-born. As a result of these flows, from 1990 to 2002, the immigrant share of the workforce rose from 9.4 to 14 percent. Immigrants are also disproportionately low-wage workers, composing 20 percent of the low-wage population, though they make up much higher proportions in several high-skill occupations and sectors.

Since immigrant workers are drawn from the immigrant pool at large, what can recent trends in immigration flows tell us about the new immigrant worker?

First, recent US immigration flows and characteristics are dramatically different from previous waves. The number of new immigrants coming to the United States in the 1990s was larger than it had ever been at any time in history. Male immigrants (the story is more difficult to tell for women) were less educated when compared to native men in 1990 than they were in 1970, one of many factors that account for the overall wage gap between the average native and immigrant worker.

Once here, the foreign-born arriving in the 1990s were more likely than immigrants arriving in previous decades to pass over traditional
immigrant “gateway” destinations and settle instead in areas (and labor markets) without a recent immigration history, such as North Carolina, Tennessee, or Arkansas. In essence, the new flows supplied a large number of low-skilled workers to a growing list of local labor markets, industries, and occupational sectors that demanded and/or quickly accommodated them.

However, a significant portion of immigrants who arrived in the 1990s were highly educated and highly skilled. The 1990 Immigration Act, which responded to concerns of a severe shortage of skilled workers in the United States, more than doubled — from 54,000 to 140,000 — the annual number of employment-based permanent immigrant visas, all but a few of them dedicated to well-educated and highly skilled workers. It also created an H-1B temporary visa program that initially allowed employers to hire 65,000 foreign, skilled workers each year, including computer programmers, scientists, engineers, and doctors. That number has grown geometrically since then.

College-educated immigrants constitute about one-third of all US immigrants, up from one-quarter of those who arrived in the 1980s. Of all skilled immigrants living within the thirty mostly developed countries that comprise the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), half lived in the United States in 2000.

Point of Departure: The 1997 National Academy Report

Perhaps the most widely known evaluative summation of the literature on the impact of immigration on native workers is The New Americans (more commonly known as the National Academy Report), produced in 1997 by the National Research Council. This report was a comprehensive overview of the economic, demographic, and fiscal impacts of immigrants.

The National Academy Report concluded that immigration had a small effect on the wages of native workers. Authors cited evidence that immigration reduced the wages of competing natives by only 1 or 2 percent. Impacts were also weak for native African-American workers, a group often assumed to be in competition with immigrant workers. Earlier immigrant cohorts were more significantly affected: they could expect a 2 to 4 percent or more wage decline for every 10 percent increase in the number of immigrant workers.

The National Academy Report authors did note that immigration had contributed to a loss of jobs in the native African-American community when African Americans lived in places with large immigrant inflows. Authors said that these losses were small overall, though, since most African Americans did not live in high-immigrant concentration areas. (Note that once areas from the Deep South, where many African Americans have been historically concentrated, were removed, immigrant and African-American populations generally did not live in different parts of the country. Thus, the reasoning of the National Academy Report did not hold for most of the United States.)

The report did not address whether high-skilled immigrants had any impact on native wages or employment.

The report pointed out that immigration, as a whole, resulted in a net benefit to the economy of between $1 and $10 billion annually, a small but still significant positive impact. It emphasized that certain groups within the economy, such as those with capital or high-level skills or those consuming immigrants’ goods or services,
would benefit from immigration, even if low-skilled natives stood to lose in the process.

The literature that has emerged since the National Academy Report points to several notable changes. First, the general consensus that existed ten years ago on the comparatively limited impact of immigration on natives’ wages and employment, particularly on the most vulnerable of those workers, appears to have fractured. The assertion that immigrants do not significantly affect natives’ wages is now more broadly contested. (With few exceptions, there is still general agreement that some native groups, particularly the high-skilled or those with capital, as well as consumers, benefit from immigration.)

Second, there is an additional focus in the field on the impact of high-skilled immigrants, a topic largely unexamined in the early 1990s. The interest in low-skilled immigrants and natives has continued.

Finally, new research relies on a wider range of analytical tools to determine the impact of immigration on native workers, which may account for recent divergent findings. In our review of research on wage effects, we touch on ways in which the shifts in methodological approaches are shaping the debate.

In the following sections, we first address the effect of immigration on wages and employment, the two impacts most commonly explored in the literature. We follow this with a brief discussion of possible factors that might mitigate negative impacts, such as natives’ movement away from regions with heavy immigrant concentrations.

Wage Depression

Effects on the low-skilled. While the effects of immigration on low-skilled native workers are contested, many studies continue to find no effect or only weak negative effects of immigration on low-skilled workers or workers in general. One study of immigrants arriving between 1985 and 1990 found little evidence to suggest that immigrant inflows had negative impacts on low-skilled native workers in major US cities. Another study using 2000 Census data reaffirmed this finding: a strong relationship between immigration and the wages of low-skilled workers was not substantiated. Card and Lewis found that Mexican immigrants in particular, who account for approximately 30 percent of all immigrants in the United States, had little effect on the relative wages of native men who did not finish high school.

Several studies have examined the impact of specific immigrant groups on native wages. A study of US-Mexican border communities found that increased border enforcement (which theoretically limits the number of unauthorized immigrants in the United States) did not lead to higher wages for low-educated native men along the US border. The authors noted that increased enforcement did lead to a decline in wages in Mexican border city Tijuana, where most illegal entry attempts occurred. They interpreted the findings as evidence that enforcement did apply pressures to local labor markets but that the US border markets somehow adjusted without wage changes, whereas Tijuana did not.

Researchers have also tested the wage effects of three groups of immigrants: all immigrants,
immigrants transitioning from nonimmigrant to permanent status, and newly arrived legal permanent immigrants. Immigration inflows resulted in only small wage declines for low-skilled manual laborers — less than one-quarter of a percent for every 10 percent increase in the low-skilled immigrant share. “All immigrants” had a more negative impact on low-skilled natives’ wages than those immigrants adjusting from nonimmigrant status. Newly arriving immigrants did not have a statistically significant impact on the wages of low-skilled natives. The authors suggest that the degree to which immigrants substitute for natives — and therefore compete with them — increases with time spent in the United States.

Other research continues to find only small negative effects of immigration on African-American workers’ wages. In their compilation of a series of studies, Hamermesh and Bean determined that immigration has had “a negative impact, not especially large overall, but clearly identifiable” for African Americans. They noted, though, that low-skilled African-American natives felt the biggest negative effects. One study found that although immigration had no overall effect on the wages of African-American men, it had a small effect on low-skilled African Americans.

However, some recent scholarship, associated primarily with the work of economist George Borjas, has diverged from the conventional wisdom that immigration has little to no impact on the wages of natives. This research has found that wage effects are negative and larger than described by earlier research. Borjas has found a 3 or 4 percent wage decline for competing native workers for every 10 percent increase in immigrants with similar skills. Another study found that Mexican immigrant flows from 1980 to 2000 lowered native wages by over 3 percent, with an 8 percent decline for high school dropouts. This study also found that highly skilled natives had the next largest wage decline as a result of Mexican immigration (3.9 percent). (Importantly, however, once the researchers accounted for a presumed increase over time in capital investment as a result of Mexican immigration, they found that high school dropouts experienced only a 4.8 percent wage decline, and the decline for college graduates disappeared altogether.)

Studies of specific occupations have also found more substantial negative effects. One researcher found that native workers (and immigrants) pay a wage penalty for working in occupations with large shares of newcomer Latino immigrants, the so-called “brown-collar occupations.” These wage penalties result in substantially lower pay in those occupations for both native and immigrant Latinos who arrived more than five years ago.

Some research has also shown particularly negative effects for African-American workers. One study examining 1980 to 2000 wage effects found a 4.5 percent wage decline for African-American workers as a result of immigration, compared to 3.5 percent for whites. A Los Angeles study found that wage penalties in high-Latino immigrant occupations were larger for native African Americans and Latinos than they were for whites. The same researcher noted, though, that the occupations in which Latino immigrants concentrated in Los Angeles typically did not employ large shares of African-American workers.

And finally, some research has shown that immigration actually had positive impacts on native wages. One recent study found that immigration had a slightly positive and statistically significant effect on all natives’ self-employment earn-
ings. Its authors noted, though, that there may have been driving factors for this finding that could not be confirmed in the study, such as the disproportionate displacement of self-employed natives with low earnings.

Effects on the high-skilled. Early research on immigration’s wage effects did not disaggregate competition effects by immigrants’ skill levels, as a number of recent studies do.

The findings regarding immigrants’ wage effects on highly skilled native workers are contested, as well. In addition to negative wage effects on low-skilled male workers, Borjas also estimated that immigration during the last two decades depressed wages by 4.9 percent for native college graduates. His empirical analysis of foreign-born doctorates finds that a 10 percent increase in the doctorate supply as a result of immigrants causes a wage reduction of about 3 percent for competing new doctorates.

In sharp contrast, other researchers have found that high-skilled immigrants actually raise native wages. One study based on data from the 1990s to 2001 found that a 10 percent increase in high-skilled immigrants raised native skilled workers’ earnings by 2.6 percent. Orrenius and Zavodny published similar findings and noted that the slightly positive wage impacts hinted that high-skilled immigrants may uniquely complement similarly skilled natives. Batalova also examined the relationship between increases in the proportion of highly skilled immigrants in a skilled job and the earnings of native skilled workers. She found that for the overwhelming majority of skilled native men and women, a larger share of immigrants in the same job is positively associated with higher earnings. However, Batalova found a tipping point after which working in jobs with more immigrants was associated with an earnings decline for all workers.

In addition, Ottaviano and Peri found that immigration contributed to higher wages for natives with a high school degree or more. The researchers suggested that these wage increases were the result of large complementarities between immigrants, many of whom were low-skilled, and more highly skilled native workers. Later research by Peri found that immigration during the 1990s led to wage increases of 1.5 percent among native workers with a college degree or more.

Changing analytic methods. The impact of immigration on native workers’ wages is thus contested. But why have recent research findings been so different?

One factor is a widening divergence in the type of methodological approaches used to measure wage effects. Many, though not all, of the studies that rely on an approach called an area or spatial analysis have found that immigration causes little to no wage effect. Area analyses measure the impact of immigration by comparing wage changes across local labor markets with different shares or different rates of growth in the shares of immigrants. This approach used to be the primary method to measure impact, but its precision has been questioned since the mid-1990s. Borjas claims that area analyses mask two-thirds of immigration-related native wage depression.

A more recent approach measures or estimates wage effects at the national rather than local level. The most recent of these studies exploit national variations in the type of workers (i.e., levels of education and work experience) and the occupations in which they work to estimate
the effect of immigrant labor market entry on native wages. National estimates have yielded divergent findings, alternately suggesting positive and negative effects of immigration on native workers’ wages.39

While area analyses may not adequately address mitigating changes in local labor markets, national-level analyses may also ignore changes in the overall labor market that occur as a result of immigration pressures. For example, natives may decide to stay in school longer, or new capital may enter the US market in response to new immigrant workers.40

Job Displacement

A corollary of wage depression is job displacement. Most studies of displacement have focused on individual cities or particular industries, such as cleaning services or factories. We do not know of any published studies that have focused on job displacement among the highly skilled.

The recent literature on job displacement is fairly convergent: immigration has displaced some low-skilled workers and/or African-American natives. But one criticism notes that findings may be skewed because researchers have traditionally focused where they expect to find impacts.41 Additionally, some researchers have raised the possibility that displacement may not be a bad thing if natives get better jobs as a result.42 Nonetheless, recent scholarship suggests that there is some job displacement among natives, or at least growing exclusion, from certain industries as a result of immigration.

Several job displacement studies in the last decade focused on one or several cities, particularly the Los Angeles area. Some have measured impacts for African-American native workers. One found that immigration to Los Angeles did increase joblessness among African-American men, particularly as a result of low-skilled Latino immigrants rather than Asian or other immigrants.43 Another study based on in-depth interviews with Los Angeles employers — spanning 170 businesses that included restaurants, printers, hotels, and furniture manufacturers — found evidence of network recruiting among Latino immigrants, negative employer perceptions of native African-American workers, and workplace tension between African-American and immigrant workers. All worked to exclude African-American workers.44 Rosenfeld and Tienda reported that Mexican immigrants displaced or succeeded low-skilled African-American natives in several industries in Los Angeles, Chicago, and Atlanta, but noted that African Americans’ concentration in public sector jobs like teaching or the postal service helped protect these workplace niches from immigrants.45

Other studies taking a wider-ranging focus have also found displacement effects. While acknowledging that immigrants who arrived in 175 cities between 1985 and 1990 did little to depress wages, Card found that they lowered both native employment rates and those of earlier immigrant cohorts.46 While overall employment rates of low-skilled native men declined by 1 to 2 percent, they fell between 5 and 10 percent in cities that received many new immigrants, such as Los Angeles or Miami. Another study of the self-employed in 132 cities also found that immigrants displace native non-African-American entrepreneurs, although the same researchers did not find sig-
significant self-employment displacement effects among African-Americans.\textsuperscript{47}

And another recent analysis indicated that new immigrants employed in the United States between 2000 and 2005 accounted for all of the net growth in civilian employment during that period. The same research suggested that flows between 2000 and 2003 reduced the likelihood of employment for native-born 16 to 24 year olds, particularly men and those without postsecondary experience.\textsuperscript{48}

**Factors Mitigating Wage and Employment Impacts**

Changes in labor or capital can lessen the impact of immigration on native wages or employment or spread the effects throughout a larger market. Labor adjustments would include native out-migration, which would spread immigration’s adverse wage or employment impacts across larger geographic regions, and natives receiving an upward push as a result of immigrants occupying the bottom rung of the economic ladder. Changes in capital would include the entry of new industries into a region or changes in an industry’s products. They would also include changes in production methods.

**Native out-migration.** One of the most contentious issues regarding immigration’s labor market impacts is whether immigrant entry pushes competing natives to other labor markets and discourages natives from moving to places where immigrants are concentrated. The National Academy Report said there was not a consensus as to whether native out-migration was a response to immigration.\textsuperscript{49} This lack of consensus persists today.

Based on 1990 Census data, William Frey argued that natives, particularly whites, were leaving high-immigration areas.\textsuperscript{50} Frey argued that this pattern of migration would lead to a “demographic Balkanization” of the United States, with different areas composed of differing, concentrated racial and ethnic groups.

However, Frey’s more recent work using 2000 Census data has shown that US migration patterns are more complex than his earlier hypothesis of “white flight” from immigrants. Frey found that out-migration from high immigration areas was not just occurring among whites in the 1990s, but among Hispanics and Asians as well.\textsuperscript{51} Many new immigrants chose to go to places with high domestic migration, too, meaning that immigrant and internal migrants are increasingly choosing the same new places to settle. High-skilled immigrants, in particular, began to go to areas with high levels of native out-migration, perhaps as a result of selective employer recruitment rather than family reunification.\textsuperscript{52}

Some research has asserted that these patterns represent a causal relationship: native out-migration is a direct response to immigration. Borjas, using 1960-2000 Census data, estimates that “for every 10 immigrants who enter a particular state, two fewer natives will choose to live there.”\textsuperscript{53} He further estimates that for every ten new immigrants in metropolitan areas where immigrants are more concentrated, three to six fewer natives will choose to live there.
In contrast, others have argued that natives are not moving out as a result of new immigrant neighbors in their geographic areas. Card and DiNardo found that if immigration had any effect, increases in a certain skill level of Mexican immigrants actually led to increases in the native population with similar skill levels in a given area.

Other factors, rather than immigrant flows, may also be at work in native out-migration. Wright, Ellis, and Reibel argued that native outflows were a response to industrial restructuring rather than immigration. In the case of California, for instance, the largest immigrant-receiving state, defense industry cutbacks and an economic downturn in the 1990s led to native out-migration and the retirement of many white workers. Natives may also move out as a result of life-course patterns (i.e., as the native population ages, people may decide to move away from cities or be drawn to other states). Or they may see the cost of living in certain cities rise with an influx of immigrants. One study found that increases in legal immigration led to higher rent and housing prices, which had a larger effect on natives’ purchasing power than the wage depression effects of immigration.

Native upgrades. Although very limited, some research has addressed the possibility that high immigration flows, at least over time, give natives an employment boost. In his case study of New York and the ethnic division of labor, Waldinger developed this theory to argue that new immigrants followed African-Americans in low-level positions, effectively pushing the latter up the economic chain. We are not aware of any research that has examined this effect with the highly skilled.

Changes in the sectors of production. The types of sectors and goods produced in local labor markets may change as a result of immigrant flows. Research by Hanson and Slaughter in fifteen large states indicated a correlation between high immigration flows and a shift toward sectors that relied heavily on the skills of new immigrants. For example, the authors noted that California, which had a bimodal flow of high- and low-skilled immigrants, saw the most growth in sectors that relied on workers at these educational extremes. While not assigning causality, the authors asserted that the findings were consistent with the theory that local markets could absorb immigrant workers by changing what they produce without causing wages to fall. (The growth of labor- versus capital-intensive sectors leads to increased overall demand for workers, thereby maintaining initial wage levels in the face of growing supply.)

Changes in use of immigrant labor. Similar research does not find changes in the types of sectors in a given area, but does find changes in given industries’ use of immigrant labor. For example, evidence indicates that Miami accommodated the Mariel immigrants in the 1980s by employing means of production that used low-skilled labor more intensively, rather than relying on technology. This would help explain why Card found no decline in native wages in Miami following the arrival of this large immigrant cohort. Using plant-level data, Lewis also found that plants in areas with high immigrant flows adopted “automation technology” more slowly than otherwise anticipated, and were even known to “de-adopt” these technologies when immigrant labor became more readily available because of high flows.
The “Competition” Compass: Is it Pointing Somewhere?

The recent public conversation on the “competition question” has been characterized by a degree of certainty that is not supported by the full body of available evidence. Researchers’ findings on wage impacts have been divergent: large and negative, small and negative to non-existent, or positive. Thus, at least in the near-term, policy choices to reform immigration cannot and will not be based on reliable predictions of immigration’s impact on native wages. Furthermore, while most research with which we are familiar has found some job displacement or native exclusion within given sectors or cities as a result of immigration, the criticism that many of these studies have looked where one would expect to find impacts is a valid one to consider when reviewing this literature.

The study of other factors besides wage fluctuations or displacement that might help markets adjust to immigration has been spotty. Native out-migration from high-immigration areas, for example, has received much attention, but there is still no consensus as to whether immigration is the driver for native migration. Researchers are just beginning to explore other factors, such as ways businesses absorb abundant immigrant workers. The literature is certainly incomplete with regard to these other market adjustments.

One linkage between findings of the 1990s and today is that researchers still generally agree that some natives benefit from immigration, as the National Academy Report held in 1997. In fact, one recent study found that a 10 percent increase in employment as a result of immigration would raise average native wages by 3 to 4 percent. While the authors noted that immigration reduced low-skilled natives’ relative wages significantly, they found that most — 92 percent — of US workers benefited from immigration through wage increases.

Immigration’s impact on native workers in increasingly contested ground, but even a consensus in the field could only hint at future impacts on native workers. The temporary worker programs that have been proposed in the US Senate are unprecedented in scope and size. As some have proposed, regularizing unauthorized immigrants now in the United States, who number over eleven million, would change the legal status of more than seven million workers with far-reaching implications for their mobility and for the labor market. It could dramatically change the rate at which newly legal residents integrate into US society and its labor force.

Asking the Right Questions

Current policy proposals try to address the concern that immigrants compete with native workers. For example, President Bush and his Cabinet have justified plans for a temporary worker program by asserting that the workers would take jobs US natives do not want. And legislative proposals for this program include provisions that require jobs for temporary workers to be posted to the American public before immigrants can apply for them.

However, the answer to the “competition question” cannot be meaningful for policy decisions when taken out of the context of other social and economic considerations. Immigration policy has never been driven pu-
The answer to the “competition question” cannot be meaningful for policy decisions when taken out of the context of other social and economic considerations. Immigration policy has never been driven purely by economics, especially not the narrow focus on wages and employment. The answer to the “competition question” cannot be meaningful for policy decisions when taken out of the context of other social and economic considerations. Immigration policy has never been driven purely by economics, especially not the narrow focus on wages and employment. Immigration policy has been used as an economic tool, for sure, but it has been created by political and social forces as well as aspirations. In the end, whether or not immigrants actually depress wages or displace some workers is only one consideration within a larger policymaking context. Whether the effects are slightly negative, somewhat positive, or tend toward zero, they may be far outweighed by other impacts, both positive and negative, that immigrants have on the United States. This broad look at immigrants, their contributions, and their costs is another way to look at competing interests and impacts. It raises a “competition question” that is more useful, albeit even more difficult, to answer as we look toward the future.
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